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Abstract The europium heptadentate coordinatively
unsaturated (Eu(III)) and the terbium (Tb(III)) 1,4,7,10-
tetraazacyclododecane (cyclen) complexes 1 and 2 were
used in conjunction with ligand 3 (1,3,5-benzene-trisethy-
nylbenzoate) to form the supramolecular self-assembly
structures 4 and 5; this being investigated in both the solid
and the solution state. The resulting self-assemblies gave
rise to metal centered emission (both in the solid and
solution) upon excitation of 3, confirming its role as a
sensitizing antenna. Drop-cased examples of ligand 3, and
the solid forms of 4 and 5, formed from both organic and
mixture of organic-aqueous solutions, were analyzed using
Scanning Electron Microscopy, which showed significant
changes in morphology; the ligand giving rise to one
dimensional structures, while both 4 and 5 formed
amorphous materials that were highly dense solid networks
containing nanoporous features. The surface area (216 and
119 m2$g–1 for 4 and 5 respectively) and the ability of these
porous materials to capture and store gases such as N2

investigated at 77 K. The self-assembly formation was also
investigated in diluted solution by monitoring the various
photophysical properties of 3–5. This demonstrated that
the most stable structures were that consisting of a single
antennae 3 and three complexes of 1 or 2 (e.g., 4 and 5) in
solution. By monitoring the excited state lifetimes of the
Eu(III) and Tb(III) ions in H2O and D2O respectively, we
showed that their hydration states (the q-value) changed
from ~2 to 0, upon formation of the assemblies, indicating
that the three benzoates of 3 coordinated directly to the

each of the three lanthanide centers. Finally we demon-
strate that this hierarchically porous materials can be used
for the sensing of organic solvents as the emission is highly
depended on the solvent environment; the lanthanide
emission being quenched in the presence of acetonitrile
and THF, but greatly enhanced in the presence of
methanol.

Keywords self-assembly, supramolecular chemistry,
lanthanides, Eu(III) and Tb(III) complexes, luminescence,
metallostars

1 Introduction

Hierarchical porous materials [1–4] have attracted sig-
nificant interest in recent times. The use of lanthanide ions
has become an important strategy for the development of
luminescent self-assembly structures where the ions can be
used to ‘direct’ the synthesis of novel and often functional
supramolecular structures [5–9]. However, the develop-
ment of hierarchical lanthanide based materials is where
the self-assembly processes employed are relatively rare
[10–15]. As many of the lanthanides possess unique
photophysical properties, as well as possessing high
coordination requirements, the formation of such self-
assembly structures can be monitored in real time by
observing the changes in the photophysical properties of
the ligand or the metal ion itself in solution [16–19]. This
has been particularly well explored in recent times using
acyclic ligands based on di-picolinic acid derivatives and
more recently other ligands such as the 2,6-bis(1,2,3-
triazol-4-yl)pyridine (btp) building block [20–30]. The
lanthanides are well known to form kinetically and
thermodynamically stable complexes with cyclic structures
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such as 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane (cyclen) that
possess three or four pendent amide or carboxylate arms
giving rise to either seven or eight coordination environ-
ment around the lanthanide ion [31–39]. Such structures
usually also possess either a single or two metal bound
water molecules, which are labile [39], and can be
exchanged for appropriate coordinating ligands, such as
b-diketonates, the result being the formation of ternary
complexes [40]. As coordination ligands are often
aromatic, the ternary complex formation can allow for
the population of the lanthanide center by sensitization of
the lanthanide excited state, often referred to as the antenna
affect [41]. In the case of lanthanide ions such as Eu(III) or
Tb(III) this can result in the formation of ‘highly’
luminescent complexes. We have demonstrated that such
ternary complexes self-assembly complexes of lanthanide
cyclen complexes can be used as luminescent sensors for
anions [41–43] or cations [44,45] as well as drugs, such as
salicylic acid and phosphates [46] where the lanthanide ion
emission is monitored either upon formation of the self-
assembly, or upon displacement of the antenna from the
ternary complex [47,48]. In addition to such self-assembly
formations, lanthanide complexes have been used in the
construction of so called ‘metallostars’ [49–55]. Here we
present work on the development of an analogs systems
based on the use of Eu(III) and Tb(III) cyclen based
heptadentate complexes 1 and 2, respectively. We show
that upon reacting with the ligand 3 novel self-assemblies
are formed where each of the lanthanide centers is
coordinately saturated and form highly luminescent

material, the gives rise to solid-state luminesce and can
be used as nano-porous material.

2 Results and discussion

2.1 Design and synthesis

The heptadentate tri-amide cyclen lanthanide complexes 1
(Ln = Eu(III)) and 2 (Ln = Tb(III)) [56] and the ligand
1,3,5-benzene-trisethynylbenzoate 3 [57] were all synthe-
sized in accordance with established literature procedures
(Fig. 1). Ligand 3 is a π-conjugated aromatic compound,
that possesses tritopic triangular topology, a feature that
has previously been employed for the preparation of highly
augmented MOFs using Zn(II), Cu(II) and lanthanide ions
[12,58–62]. Particularly remarkable, is the rotational
flexibility of the ligand along the acetylene moieties
which promotes the formation of helical, interpenetrated
structures [58] or MOF polymorphs using dinuclear copper
(II) ‘paddlewheel’ secondary building units [59–61].
Similar structural effects are also observed in ligand
derivatives that promote the formation of nanoscopic
coordination cages [63]. Thus, the binding behavior and
structural flexibility renders the selected ligand to be highly
suitable for binding studies using Ln(III) containing
compounds in the formation of luminescent self assembly
structures. Further noteworthy are stabilizing π-π effects in
metallosupramolecular systems that contain this tritopic
benzoate ligand [58–61].

Fig. 1 The structures of the 1,3,5-benzene-trisethynylbenzoate 3, and the cationic cyclen lanthanide complexes 1 and 2. The
displacement of the two metal bound water molecules of 1 and 2 by the antenna 3, results in the formation of the ternary complexes, 4 and
5. These are luminescent, giving rise to lanthanide centered emission upon excitation of the antenna which results in energy transfer to the
lanthanide excited state
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As discussed above, we proposed that the self-assembly
between 1 or 2 and the benzoate 3 would result in the
formation of 1:3 (ligand:Ln-compexes) self-assembly
formation in solution, yielding 4 and 5 upon saturation.
With this in mind we synthesized both 4 and 5 using
microwave synthesis by simply mixing the Ln-complexes
1 and 2 with 3 in 1:3 stoichiometry in a mixture of water
and CH3CN (1:1, v:v) 90°C for 2 h. This gave on both
occasions, solids upon diffusion of Et2O into the
concentrated reaction mixtures (1/3 by original vol.).
However, IR spectroscopy showed that the carbonyls of 3
were shifted from 1686 to 1576 and 1576 cm–1, in the case
of 4 and 5 respectively, which is characteristic for the
formation of such ternary complexes. The successful
synthesis of these complexes was also shown by the fact
that the isolated white powder was highly luminescent
under UV-light activation, as well as giving rise to their
respective Ln(III)-centered emission, as demonstrated in
Fig. 2(b) using 4, to a bright red emission, which is
characteristic for Eu(III) when the solid state luminescent
spectrum was recorded, using time gated emission (see
below). Similarly, under UV-light, 5 gave rise to green
emission, which is characteristic for Tb(III). The solid-
state luminescence measurement performed on 4 showed
the line-like emission band observed at l = 592, 614, 651
and 700 nm, assigned to 5D0 ! 7FJ transitions (J = 1–4)
for Eu(III), as demonstrated in Fig. 2(c) (red). In case of Tb
(III) complex, Tb(III)-centered band were observed at 490,
544, 585, 616 nm, assigned to the 5D4 ! 7FJ transitions (J
= 6–3) of Tb(III) (Fig. 2(b), green). The sensitization was
further confirmed by recording the solid-state excitation

spectra of Ln(III) complexes 4 and 5 upon exciting into the
benzoate confirmed the successful population of their
respective excited states by the antenna effect. The excited
state lifetimes were also determined for these solid
materials by fitting the excited state decay observed for
the 615 nm (5D0 ! 7F2) transition for Eu(III), and the
544 nm (5D4 ! 7F5) transition of Tb(III), to a mono-
exponential decay, giving t = 0.274 ms for 4, and t = 0.523
ms for 5, respectively. Giving the highly insoluble nature
of the isolated material we also embarked on characterizing
the morphological nature and the thermal stability of these
luminescent materials were analyzed by using scanning
electron microscopy (SEM) imaging.

2.2 Thermal stability and morphology studies of the ligand
3 and the Ln-self-assemblies 4 and 5

The thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) of 4 and 5 under
nitrogen atmosphere showed an initial weight loss of
approximately 6% at 110°C due to the loss of solvent
molecules. Further heating showed that 4 and 5 did not
undergo further weight loss until they reached 390 and
420°C respectively, after which there was a weight loss of
67% in both samples indicating that they have decom-
posed. However, 27% of their initial weights remained
beyond 600°C.
The morphology of the ligand 3 as well as of the

powders formed for the self-assemblies 4 and 5 was
investigated by performing SEM analysis of these systems.
The ligand 3 was first analyzed and was shown to be
completely soluble in both THF and in a mixture of 1:1

Fig. 2 (a) Diagram of the self-assembly ternary complex formation between 1 or 2 and 3 resulting in the formation of 4 and 5; (b) the
characteristic red and green luminescence seen to the naked eye upon exposing the white powder obtained of 4 and 5 to UV-light at 354
nm; (c) the characteristic Eu(III) and Tb(III) lanthanide centered emission, showing the line-line emission bands at long wavelengths, upon
excitation of 4 and 5, and the corresponding excitation spectra demonstrating that the excitation at the central tripodal antenna sensitizes
the Eu(III) and the Tb(III) excited states
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THF-H2O. Compound, 3 with its central phenyl core is
known to be able to self-assemble into structures
consisting of helical arrangements, through π-π interac-
tions, where the three arms are off-set; such interactions
often result in the formation of one-dimensional fibers in
non-competitive solvents. The SEM imaging of drop cast
examples (onto silica-wafers, that were then dried in air for
12 h followed by drying in vacuum for 3 h) formed from
0.5% wt$v–1 solutions are shown in Fig. 3, demonstrating
that indeed, 3 self-assembled in THF into entangled fibrous
network. Analysis of the morphology showed that
significant branching occurred, giving rise to cross-linked
network of fibers, that resembled ‘root-network’ where the
main ‘roots’ were of ca. 500 nm thickness. These were
further ‘cross-linked’ or ‘linked’ into smaller networks of
fibers, that were significantly thinner, with average width
of ca. 200–300 nm. Analysis of samples of 3 that were
formed from a mixture of THF-H2O showed that in the
presence of the aqueous component had significant effect
on the self-assembly process and, hence, on the resulting
morphology. Here, the presence of the extended cross-
linked networks of fibers seen in THF was not as clearly
formed, and instead, the morphology consisted of more
finer and smaller areas of fibers that resembled semi-
crystalline materials. This clearly demonstrating the effect
the solvent alone had on the self-assembly properties of 3
and hence, the morphological outcome.
We next investigated the morphology of samples formed

from 4 and 5 in both organic and organic-aqueous mixtures
(in the absence of any buffer, c.f. later discussion on the
self-assembly formation in dilute aqueous solution).
Samples of (solids) of both 4 and 5 (0.5% wt$v–1) were
taken up into the desired solvent or solvent mixtures, and
sonicated for 10 min, which gave fine suspensions that
were drop-casted onto silica substrate and dried in air for
12 h followed by drying under high-vacuum for 2–3 h. All
the samples were gold-coated before carrying out the SEM
imaging. The results from these SEM analysis (for samples
made from THF, CH3CN and MeOH, and in 1:1 aqueous
mixtures), are shown in Figs. 4 and 5, for materials 4 and 5,
respectively and clearly demonstrate that the self-assembly

formation resulted in material with very different mor-
phology to that seen above for 3, as all the samples were
found to be solid and amorphous (c.f. Figs. 4 and 5 for two
different magnifications, for 4 and 5, respectively). The
SEM images of the dropcasted samples of 4 in THF,
CH3CN and MeOH, are shown in Figs. 4(a–c), and
demonstrate the formation of hard-materials that are
formed in solid blocks possessing highly porous surface.
Similarly, the samples of 4 formed from aqueous mixtures
1:1 THF-H2O, CH3CN-H2O and MeOH-H2O, demon-
strated the formation of larger blocks of solids that were
however, broken to form smaller particles, exposing the
larger area of the samples, which indicate some degree of
increased porosity for those samples, as is evident from
Figs. 4(d–f), most likely due to increased polarity of the
solvent media. Similar observation was made for the Tb
(III) complex 5, as shown in Fig. 5. The SEM images of
dropcasted solution of 5 (0.5% wt$v–1) dispersed in THF,
CH3CN and MeOH showed the larger solid blocks having
nano porous surface, which visually appeared to be
homogenously distributed when compared to Eu(III)
complex 4 (Figs. 5(a–c)). Samples of 5 prepared in
aqueous mixtures of 1:1 THF-H2O, CH3CN-H2O and
MeOH-H2O appeared to be more amorphous showing the
homogeneously distributed fine powder (in contrast to
observations made in organic solvents alone) which were
formed by breaking larger particles as displayed in Figs. 5
(d–f).
The SEM images taken at higher magnifications of

~200 nm, demonstrated that the porosity of materials 4 and
5 appeared to be increased when the samples were
prepared in aqueous mixtures of 1:1 THF-H2O, CH3CN-
H2O and MeOH-H2O, indicating that both 4 and 5 has
identical solubility behavior with minor difference in the
morphological features as shown in Fig. 6. However, upon
closer observation the samples of 4 showed highly
nanoporous surfaces along with the presence of cavities
sized approximately 100–300 nm in the solid matrix as
displayed in Figs. 6(a–c). In case of 5, 1:1 THF-H2O
sample showed porous structures with large cavities (sized
100–200 nm), and the CH3CN-H2O and MeOH-H2O

Fig. 3 The SEM images obtained from samples of 0.5% wt$v–1 solutions of 3 in THF (left) and 1:1 THF-H2O (right) drop-casted onto
silica wafers, scale bar 2 μm
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samples showed tightly packed dense solid matrix with
nanopores in contrast to the observation made in 4 as
showed Fig. 6(d–f).

2.3 Gas uptake studies

Having observed the morphological features which

suggest the possibility of high surface areas, these
materials were tested for their gas uptake capabilities.
Before the gas uptake studies were carried out, the as-
synthesized powders 4 and 5 were soaked in MeCN for
48 h, refreshing the exchange solution after 24 h to remove
any residual reactants and H2O. This was followed by
evacuation under dynamic vacuum at 100°C overnight

Fig. 4 SEM images of the dropcasted solutions of 4 in (a–c) THF, CH3CN and MeOH and (d–f) the corresponding aqueous mixtures
(1:1, v$v–1) THF-H2O, CH3CN-H2O and MeOH-H2O, respectively

Fig. 5 SEM images of the dropcasted solutions of 5 in (a–c) THF, CH3CN and MeOH and (d–f) the corresponding aqueous mixtures
(1:1, v$v–1) THF-H2O, CH3CN-H2O and MeOH-H2O, respectively
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(taking care to avoid contact of the powders with air or
moisture after activating them). For both 4 and 5, N2

adsorption isotherms at 77 K exhibit conventional type-II
reversible adsorption-desorption isotherms and confirmed
the presence of micropores in both materials. Furthermore,
Density Functional Theory (DFT) pore size distributions
suggest that both 4 and 5 each contain a range of
micropores with diameters from 1.3 and 0.7 nm respec-
tively (see inset in Figs. 7(a,b)). From the Brunauer-
Emmett-Teller (BET) method, the surface areas were
calculated to be of 216 and 119 m2$g–1 for 4 and 5 ,
respectively (Figs. 7(a,b)). The surface areas obtained from
these measurements, while not as high as the best MOFs
synthesized using the BTEB ligand [64]. However, they

are significantly better than the measured surface area for
[Ni(Cyclam)]3[BTEB]2 (6.08 m2$g–1) [65]. The presence
of CO2-phelic nitrogen rich Ln(III)-containing cyclen
moiety inspired us to also evaluate the CO2 and H2 uptake
properties. The CO2 adsorption measurements at 278 K
showed maximum uptakes of 46 and 64 mg$g–1 for 4 and
5, respectively. The maximum uptakes for H2 (at 77 K)
were found to be 0.7 mg$g–1 and 3.5 mg$g–1 for 4 and 5
respectively which is low and suggests that there are very
few open metal sites present in the materials.

2.4 Sensing studies

These materials were next analyzed for their sensing

Fig. 6 SEM images taken at higher magnifications of the dropcasted solutions of (a–c) 4 and (d–f) 5 in aqueous mixtures (1:1, v$v–1)
THF-H2O, CH3CN-H2O and MeOH-H2O, respectively

Fig. 7 N2 adsorption-desorption isotherm of (a) 4 and (b) 5 measured at 77 K. Inset: corresponding pore size distribution curve
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abilities to organic solvents. The solid state Ln(III)
centered luminescence of 4 and 5 showed the variation
in their emission properties when recording the spectra in
presence of different organic solvents. The solid state Eu
(III) emission recorded from a film made of 4 in presence
of THF and CH3CN was found to be quenched to 81% and
70% respectively, however, the emission was found to be
increased to 148% in presence of MeOH, when compared
to the emission of 4 in its dry state as shown in Fig. 8(a).
The variation in the emission properties of 4 was further
confirmed by measuring the changes in the excited state
lifetimes (t) of Eu(III). The 615 nm emission displayed a
monoexponential decay curve indicating the single
environment for the all three Eu(III) ions in 4. The t
values obtained for Eu(III) emission from solid dry film of
4was found to be 0.266 ms, and 0.297, 0.304 and 0.343 ms
in presence of THF, CH3CN and MeOH respectively as
summarized in Table 1. Compound 5 also showed the
variation in its Tb(III) centered emission in presence of
organic solvents. Unlike 4, 5 showed the quenching of
emission in all the solvents tested. In presence of THF,
CH3CN and MeOH, the solid state Tb(III) centered
emission from a film made of 5 was quenched to 30%,
65% and 47% respectively, when compared its emission in
dry state as displayed in Fig. 8(b). The 545 nm band of
Tb(III) emission from 5 was fit to monoexponential decay
indicating the single environment of the all three Tb(III)
ions. The t values obtained for Tb(III) emission from solid
dry film of 5 was found to be 0.543 ms, and 0.539, 0.498
and 0.597 ms in presence of THF, CH3CN and MeOH
respectively (Table 1).

2.5 Probing the self-assembly formation of 4 and 5 in
solution

The analysis of the self-assembly formation of 4 and 5 was
also probed in aqueous solution at low concentration
(~10–5 mol$L–1) by observing the changes in the photo-
physical properties of 3, and of the emerging self-assembly

structures 4 and 5 by carrying out a series of photophysical
titrations using UV-vis, fluorescence and lanthanide
luminescence spectroscopy. Unlike the analysis of the
solid material above (as bulk material), it was possible to
probe the self-assembly formation between 1 and 2,
with the antenna 3, at low concentration at pH 7.4 in
0.1 mol$L–1 Tris aqueous buffer. A stock solution (3 mL,
2.5 � 10–6 mol$L–1) of 3 (as sodium salt form) was
prepared and titrated against known volumes of a standard
solution of either complex 4 or 5. Following each addition,
the UV-vis absorption and luminescence (fluorescence and
phosphorescence) spectra were recorded after an equili-
bration time of 5 min. The formation of a ternary complex
between 1 and 3 to yield 4 will be the main focus of the
discussion that follows.
The self-assembly between 1 and 3 was first observed in

solution by observing the changes in the UV-vis absorption
spectra of 3, upon addition of 1, which, as it does not
contain any antennae can be considered to be photo-
physically silent. The spectrum of the free ligand 3 was
characterized by two main bands; a high energy one
centered at ca. 207 nm, and a large two-pronged band with
maxima at 296 and 314 nm, corresponding to the π-π*
transitions of the phenyl rings (Fig. 9(a)). Sequential
addition of 1 was later found to instigate a hypochromic
shift in the latter band, with the concomitant formation of a
new band at ca. 350 nm resulting in an isosbestic point at
322 nm. The binding isotherms are shown as insert in
Fig. 9(a) for these changes, with the changes occurring

Table 1 Summarized t values for solid state Eu(III) and Tb(III)

emission from 4 and 5 in dry state and in presence of organic solvents

t values for Eu(III)
emission from 4

t values for Eu(III)
emission from 5

Solid film 0.266 ms 0.543 ms

THF 0.297 ms 0.539 ms

CH3CN 0.304 ms 0.498 ms

MeOH 0.343 ms 0.597 ms

Fig. 8 Solid state emission spectrum of (a) 4 and (b) 5 recorded in dry state (black) and presence of THF (red), CH3CN (blue) andMeOH
(pink)
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steadily up till ca. 3 eq. of 1, with these effects becoming
less pronounced thereafter. The coordination of the
benzoate groups of 3 to 1 was also evidenced upon
excitation of 3 at 296 nm. Indeed, ligand excitation was
found to yield phosphorescence spectra exhibiting the
characteristic Eu(III)-centered emission structure, with
bands centered at 580, 593, 616, 652 and 695 nm,
respectively, as shown in Fig. 9(b), similar to those
observed in the solid state for 4 (c.f. Fig. 2).
With no observable change in band fine-structure, all

bands were seen to undergo an intensity increase with
successive additions of 1. This pattern of intensification
was best visualized from the binding isotherms shown as
inset in Fig. 9(b), where emission intensity was shown to
rapidly rise before levelling off at ca. 3 eq. of 1.
Concomitantly, the broad fluorescence emission of 3,
centered at 371 nm, was also affected, being quenched
upon the addition of 1, indicating that the antenna was
engaged in the population of the Eu(III) excited state; the
quenching occurring within the same equivalent (of 1)
range as that seen for the emerging of the Eu(III) centered
emission. This was also confirmed by monitoring the

changes in the phosphorescence excitation spectra upon
addition of 0! 3 equivalents of 1 to a solution of 3, the
result demonstrating that the spectrum was structurally
identical to the absorption spectrum of 1, and the excitation
spectra increased in intensity upon addition of 3, as a
consequence of the formation of a ternary complex
between 1 and 3, and enhanced population in the 5D0

excited state of Eu(III).
The key intermediates and products of the self-assembly

pathway at this low concentration of 1 and 3, were
elucidated by fitting the changes in the UV-vis absorption
spectra and the Eu(III) emission spectra using nonliner
regression analysis. From this analysis, the formation of
three different species in solution were identified, namely,
the formation of the 1:1, 1:2 and 1:3 stoichiometry for 3:1,
with associated binding constants as logb = 19.74�0.18,
13.69�0.19 and 6.24�0.39, respectively. From these
changes, and fitting, the speciation diagram shown in
Fig. 9(c) was generated, demonstrating that at this low
concentration, the self-assembly, being kinetically driven,
results in the formation of the 1:3 stoichiometry in ca. 55%
yield in solution upon addition of 3 equivalents of the Eu

Fig. 9 (a) Changes in the absorption spectra of 3 (2.5 � 10–6 mol$L–1) upon titrating with Eu(III) complex 1 (0.00 ! 6.00 eq.) in 0.1
mol$L–1 Tris aqueous buffer (pH 7.4) at 298 K (Insert: Binding isotherms for the changes observed at 296 nm and 314 nm, respectively);
(b) the evolution of the (phosphorescence) delayed Eu(III) emission of 4 with lexc = 296 nm demonstrating the formation of 4 in situ
(Inset: Binding isotherms for the changes observed at 593 nm, 616 nm, and 700 nm); (c) the speciation-distribution diagram obtained from
the fitting of the change in the absorption spectra (seen in Fig. 9(a)) using the nonlinear regression analysis program SPECFIT,
demonstrating the stepwise formation of the 1:3 stoichiometry of 4 from 1 and 3
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(III) complex 1, becoming the dominate species at higher
equivalents of 1, indicating the successful formation of the
1:3 complex 4 as depicted in Fig. 1. Furthermore, the
constants representing the individual coordination steps
were approximately additive, telling of independent
binding at the three chelating sites with an absence of
cooperativity (positive or negative).
The photophysical titration between 3 and 1 was

repeated using D2O as solvent. The changes observed in
UV-vis absorption and Eu(III) centered phosphorescence
spectra was analogous to the titrations performed in
aqueous medium, and the Eu(III) excited state lifetimes
of species was found to be slightly longer in case of D2O
(tD2O) than observed in H2O (tH2O). This clearly indicated
the removal of the Eu(III) centered luminescence quench-
ing caused by OH groups in aqueous medium. The
lifetimes of Eu(III) excited states recorded at an interval of
1.0 equivalent of metal ion addition in D2O (tD2O) and in
H2O (tH2O), and the q values (number of directly bound
H2O molecules to Eu(III)) for the corresponding species
formed are summarized in Table 2. In all the species
formed during course of titration, the q values were found
to be 0.4 indicating no H2O molecules was bound to Eu
(III) and the successful complexation between 1 and 3.
Strikingly, similar changes were seen in the UV-vis

absorption titration between 3 and 2, which yielded 5, was
found to that seen above for the formation of 4. As
previously observed, the distinctive two-pronged band (ca.
305 nm), characteristic of the free ligand, sustained a
hypochromic shift with each addition of 2, with a
concomitant formation of a new band at ca. 350 nm
within an isosbestic point at 322 nm, Fig. 10(a). The
corresponding changes observed in the Tb(III) emission
upon formation of 5 are shown in Fig. 10(b) for the
evaluation of the 487, 545, 586, and 618 nm bands,
representing the 5D4 ! 7FJ transitions (J = 6–3),
respectively, confirming the formation of the desired self-
assembly between 2 and 3 in solution. Again the
fluorescence of 3 was found to decrease with increasing
concentrations of 2, the changes being most pronounced
between 0! 3.5 eq. of 2, reflecting the formation of the
desired 1:3 stoichiometry between 3 and 2. Further
analysis of the changes in the absorption spectra at 296
and 314 nm, using SPECFIT as above, showed the
stepwise formation of the 1:3 stoichiometry; the speciation
distribution being almost identical to that seen for the Eu
(III) analog above (Fig. 10(c)); the 1:3 stoichiometry, being
formed in ca. 60% yield at three equivalents of 2, under
these experimental conditions. At higher concentrations of

2, the equilibrium process was further shifted to the
formation of 5, as can be seen in Fig. 10(c). These overall
changes clearly demonstrate the formation of the 1:3
stoichiometry of 4 and 5 at the end-point of the titrations of
3 with both 1 and 2, in solution at low concentration under
kinetic control.
The photophysical titrations between 3 and 2 was

repeated using D2O as solvent, and the changes observed
was identical to the observations made in case of aqueous
medium. Similar to the observation made above, the Tb
(III) excited state lifetimes of species was found to be
slightly longer in of D2O (tD2O) than in H2O (tH2O)
indicating the luminescence quenching by OH groups in
aqueous medium. The of Tb(III) lifetimes recorded for
titrations in D2O (tD2O) and in H2O (tH2O), and the q values
for the corresponding species are summarized in Table 3.
In all the species, the q values were found to be 0.4
indicating no H2O molecules was bound to Tb(III) and the
successful complexation between 2 and 3.

3 Conclusions

Herein, we have demonstrated the formation of two self-
assembly structures 4 and 5 formed from the use of the
1,3,5-benzene-trisethynylbenzoate ligand 3 with the Eu
(III) and Tb(III) 1,4,7,10-tetraazacyclododecane com-
plexes 1 and 2. The self-assembly process was observed
in solution by observing the changes in the absorption
spectra of 3 and the emerging emission spectra of both 4
and 5 upon excitation of the antennae ligand 3. Analysis of
these changes demonstrated the stepwise formation of the
1:1, 1:2 and the 1:3 stoichiometry between 3 and either of
these complexes, which emit with line-line emission bands
characteristic for the fully coordinatively saturated com-
plexes. The complexes were also formed using microwave
assisted synthesis by using the 1:3 stoichiometry, and the
resulting solids isolated were also characterized using
various techniques; both (powder) samples being highly
luminescent giving rise to characteristic red and green
emission that was clearly visible to the naked eye for 4 and
5, respectively. SEM images of the dropcasted solutions of
these complexes revealed that the material obtained had a
morphology that consisted of larger solid blocks having
nano porous surface, while the ligand 3 consisted on
fibrous branched network. Both 4 and 5, were investigated
for their ability to store gases such as CO2 an N2 and their
solution properties were also investigated by observing the
changes in the lanthanide centered emission in different

Table 2 Summary of tH2O and tD2O values of Eu(III) and the q values of the species during the titrations between 3 and 1 in H2O and D2O

Equiv. of Eu(III) added 1 2 3 4 5 6

H2O 1.079 1.020 1.024 1.051 1.055 1.065

D2O 1.297 1.231 1.218 1.245 1.266 1.285

q values 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
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solvents. Overall, the result demonstrates that the 1:3
stochiometric self-assembly is unique; it leads to the
formation of higher or hierarchically porours materials,
most likely formed through electrostatic and π-π interac-
tions, the properties of which can be probed using various
techniques, including solid state luminescence. We are
currently pursuing this area of research further, by
developing other examples of cyclen based lanthanide
complexes.

4 Experimental

General: all chemicals were purchased from Sigma-
Aldrich Ireland Ltd., Acros Organics, TCI Ltd., and

Chematech, and were used without further purification,
unless otherwise stated. Melting Points were determined
using an Electrothermal IA900 digital melting point
apparatus. NMR spectra were recorded at 293 K using
Bruker Spectrospin DPX-400 instrument, operating at
400.1 MHz for 1H NMR and 100.6 MHz for 13C NMR.
Tetramethylsilane was used as an internal standard and
chemical shifts were referenced relative to the internal non-
deuterated solvent signal, with chemical shifts being
expressed in parts per million (ppm or d). For 1H NMR
spectra, the number of protons, splitting pattern, coupling
constant where applicable, and proton assignment are also
reported (in that order). Multiplicities are abbreviated as
follows; singlet (s), doublet (d), triplet (t), quartet (q),
quintet (qu), multiplet (m), and broad (br). High-resolution

Fig. 10 (a) Changes in the absorption spectra of 3 (2.5 � 10–6 mol$L–1) upon titrating with Eu(III) complex 2 (0.00 ! 6.00 eq.) in 0.1
mol$L–1 Tris aqueous buffer (pH 7.4) at 298 K (Insert: Binding isotherms for the changes observed at 296 nm and 314 nm, respectively);
(b) the evolution of the (phosphorescence) delayed Tb(III) emission of 5 with lexc = 296 nm demonstrating the formation of 4 in situ
(Inset: Binding isotherms for the changes observed at 490, 545, and 586 nm); (c) the speciation-distribution diagram obtained from the
fitting of the change in the absorption spectra (seen in Fig. 9(a)) using the nonlinear regression analysis program SPECFIT, demonstrating
the stepwise formation of the 1:3 stoichiometry of 5 from 2 and 3

Table 3 Summary of tH2O and tD2O values of Tb(III) and q values of the species during the titrations between 3 and 2 in H2O and D2O

Equiv. of Tb(III) added 1 2 3 4 5 6

tH2O 1.079 1.020 1.024 1.051 1.055 1.065

tD2O 1.297 1.231 1.218 1.245 1.266 1.285

q values 0.4 0.5 0.4 0.4 0.4 0.4
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mass spectrometry was performed using MALDI-Q-TOF-
Premier instrument (Waters Corporation, Micromass MS
technologies, Manchester, UK), using leucine enkephaline
(H-Tyr-Gly-Gly-Phe-Leu-OH) as the standard reference
(m/z = 556.2771); all accurate masses were reported
within�5 ppm of the expected mass. Infrared spectra
were recorded on a Perkin Elmer Spectrum One FT-IR
spectrometer fitted with a universal ATR sampling
accessory. TGA was performed on an analyzer equipped
with an ultra-microbalance with a sensitivity of 0.1 mg.
The temperature range was from 25°C to 800°C with a
scan rate of 10°C$min–1 under N2 purge.
General procedure for synthesis of 1 and 2. Ligand

2,2',2''-(1,4,7,10-Tetraazacyclododecane-1,4,7-triyl)tris(N,
N-dimethylacetamide) (0.028 g, 0.065 mmol, 1.00 eq.) and
Eu(CF3SO3)3 or Tb(CF3SO3)3 (0.065 mmol, 1.00 eq.)
were refluxed together, under an inert atmosphere, in
freshly distilled CH3CN (6 mL) for 24 h. Following
reduction of the solvent volume to ca. 1 mL, the product
was precipitated from swirling dry diethyl ether. Isolation
by decanting afforded a yellow/brown solid the complex 1
(0.055 g, 0.054 mmol, 83% yield) or 2 (0.056 g, 0.054
mmol, 79% yield).
Complex 1. m.p. decomposed above 180°C; HRMS (m/

z) (MALDI+) calculated for C21H40N7O6SF3Eu m/z =
728.1925 [M – 2CF3SO3 –H]

+. Foundm/z = 728.1909; 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CD3CN-d3) dH: 27.76, 18.39, 15.55,
11.47, 5.49, 3.37, 2.74, – 1.49, – 3.54, – 6.25, – 10.19,
– 12.30, – 13.94; IR umax (cm

–1): 3434, 2982, 2927, 2884,
1625, 1508, 1459, 1438, 1413, 1280, 1258, 1173, 1084,
1031, 960, 824, 762, 641, 573, 518.
Complex 2. m.p. decomposed above 190°C; HRMS (m/

z) (MALDI+) calculated for C21H40N7O6SF3Tb m/z =
734.1966 [M – 2CF3SO3 –H]

+. Foundm/z = 734.1940; 1H
NMR (400 MHz, CD3CN-d3) dH: 183.78, 142.59, 117.67,
93.7, 75.9, 42.97, 25.3, 17.96, 17.38, 15.44, 14.98, 13.10,
12.39, 11.29, 8.76, 7.25, – 36.6, – 58.37, – 70.86,
– 105.92, – 141.03; IR umax (cm–1): 3434, 2957, 2927,
2856, 1625, 1508, 1465, 1438, 1412, 1279, 1256, 1171,
1084, 1030, 960, 824, 761, 640, 574, 518.
General procedure for synthesis of 4 and 5. Compounds

4 and 5 were prepared by reacting the relevant complex 1
or 2 (3.6 equiv.) with 3 (1 equiv.) in CH3CN (5 mL) under
microwave radiation at 70°C for 1 h. The reaction mixture
was subsequently cooled to room temperature and the
resulting white solid was collected by decanting the liquid
and dried under vacuum to obtain 4 or 5 as light brown
solids.
Complex 4. m.p. decomposed above 221°C; IR umax

(cm–1): 3335.9, 2979.4, 2887.4, 1605.1, 1576.4, 1524.6,
1403.9, 1283.1, 1179.6, 1099.1, 863.4, 782.9, 748.4,
696.6.
Complex 5. m.p. decomposed above 227°C; IR umax

(cm–1): 3358.9, 2979.6, 2886, 1681.5, 1605.5, 1576.2,
1523.6, 1389.1, 1254.6, 1786.6, 1102.6, 956.4, 862.8,
786.8, 699.1.

UV-vis absorption and luminescence spectroscopy.
Using a 1.0 cm path length quartz cell, UV-vis absorption
and luminescence spectra were recorded using a Varian
CARY 50 and a Varian Cary Eclipse spectrophotometer,
respectively. All measurements were performed at 298 K
using spectrophotometric grade solvents. Emission (fluor-
escence, phosphorescence and excitation) spectra and
lifetimes were recorded on a Varian Cary Eclipse
Fluorimeter. The concentrations of the ligand 3 and
complexes (1 or 2) analyzed were the same for both UV-
vis and luminescence titrations. Baseline correction
measurements were employed for all UV-vis spectra,
where the blank was a sample of the solvent system in
which the titration was performed. The parameters used for
the UV-vis absorption and luminescence titration studies
are listed below. Voltage was adjusted as necessary to
prevent signal saturation.
UV-vis absorption settings for titrations. Baseline

correction was applied for all UV-vis absorption spectra.
The absorption data was collected between 200 and
450 nm using a scan rate of 600 min–1. Excitation slit,
and emission slit used were 1 nm each.
Phosphorescence settings for titrations. The lumines-

cence data was collected between 570 and 720 nm for the
Eu(III) emission and 450 and 650 nm for the Tb(III) using
the excitation wavelength of 296 nm. Excitation slit, and
emission slit used were 20 nm and 1.5 nm, with flash count
of 1. A delay time of 0.1 ms, Gate time of 5 ms, and total
decay time of 0.02 s were used to record the time delayed
emission spectrum. An averaging time of 0.1 s were
applied, and the data were recorded at an interval of 1 nm
resolution.
Luminescence settings for the lifetime measurements.

The Phosphorescence lifetimes of the Eu(5D0) and Tb(
5D4)

excited states for the synthesized complexes and self-
assembles 4 and 5, respectively, were conducted using a
Varian Carey Eclipse Fluorimeter in time-resolved mode at
298 K. All lifetime values were obtained from an average
of 3 independent measurements, and each measurement
was recorded with a different gate time in the range 0.02–
0.03 ms. Excitation wavelength of 281 nm was used, and
the resulting emission intensitis at 616 and 545 nm which
corresponds to the maxima of the Eu(III) 5D0 ! 7F2 Tb
(III) and 5D4 ! 7F5 transitions, respectively were
monitored as a functions of total decay time of 20 ms.
Solid state emission and sensing properties of 4 and 5.

solids 4 and 5 was sonicated (10 min) in H2O, and the
resulting fine suspension was dropcasted in quartz plates
and dried in air (12 h) and vacuum (12 h) to obtain a thin
solid film of 4 and 5. This film of 4 and 5 was used to
measure the solid state emission and lifetime of Eu(III) and
Tb(III) in dry state and in presence of organic solvents for
their sensing properties.
Morphology studies of the ligand 3 and Ln-self-

assemblies 4 and 5. The morphology of 4 and 5 was
imaged by Field emission scanning electron microscopy
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(FE-SEM) with an SE2 or an inlens detector. The sample
was prepared by drop-casting the solution or suspension of
the as-synthesized 3, 4 and 5 (1% wt$v–1 in Millipore
water) on silica wafers and dried in air (12 h) and under
vacuum (2–3 h). All samples were coated with Au before
the imaging.
Gas uptake studies. Gas sorption isotherms were

measured using a Quantachrome Autosorb IQ gas sorption
analyzer. Chemically pure (CP) grade He, N2, H2, and CO2

gases from BOC gases were used for measurements. The
as-synthesized complexes 4 and 5 were immersed in
diethyl ether for 3 d and was refreshed 3 times with fresh
diethyl ether. The resulting solvent exchanged solids was
transferred to a quartz cell. The sample was evacuated
under vacuum at 30°C for 3 h and then slowly heated to
100°C over 10 h and held at 100°C for a further 5 h. The
isotherms at 77 K were measured in a water-ice-acetone
bath. The surface area was calculated by the BET method.
Pore size distribution was calculated using a commercial
kernel equilibrium model of N2 at 77 K on carbon, slit pore
NLDFT (included in Quantachrome ASiQwin version 2.02
software package). This model is applicable to pore width
ranges of 0.35 to 40 nm. The 2015 IUPAC technical report
[66] recommends the use of NLDFT based methods for
pore size analysis of nanoporous materials.
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